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Abstract

Research in statistical machine translation (SMT) is largely driven by formal translation tasks, while translating informal text is much more challenging. In this paper we focus on SMT for the informal genre of dialogues, which has rarely been addressed to date. Concretely, we investigate the effect of dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and text register on SMT quality when translating fictional dialogues. We first create and release a corpus of multilingual movie dialogues annotated with these four dialogue-specific aspects. When measuring translation performance for each of these variables, we find that BLEU fluctuations between their categories are often significantly larger than randomly expected. Following this finding, we hypothesize and show that SMT of fictional dialogues benefits from adaptation towards dialogue acts and registers. Finally, we find that male speakers are harder to translate and use more vulgar language than female speakers, and that vulgarity is often not preserved during translation.

1 Introduction

Research in statistical machine translation (SMT) has mostly been driven by formal translation tasks. These are, however, not representative for the abundance of informal data emerging on the Internet, for which state-of-the-art SMT systems perform markedly worse (van der Wees et al., 2015a). Recent years have therefore shown an increasing effort in improving SMT for informal text, for example by normalizing noisy text to more formal text (Bertoldi et al., 2010; Banerjee et al., 2012; Ling et al., 2013a), or by enhancing formal training data with user-generated data (Banerjee et al., 2011; Jehl et al., 2012; Ling et al., 2013b).

In this paper we focus on SMT for dialogues, an informal genre that involves, by definition, multiple speakers, and is thus noticeably different from formal text (Fernández, 2014). Formal text is typically written by a single writer with a clear intention (e.g., informing or persuading), and moreover has been editorially controlled according to standards of language use. In dialogues, on the other hand, different speakers have different intentions and language use, affected, for example, by their gender. Such variations are reflected by register, a term referring to socio-situational language variation (Lee, 2001), and dialogue acts, functional actions such as questions or answers (Bunt, 1979).

While these and other dialogue-specific aspects have been analyzed in dialogue research (Schlangen, 2005; Fernández, 2014), their impact on SMT has hardly been studied. A likely explanation is the lack of adequate evaluation data, i.e., parallel conversations annotated with dialogue-specific variables. In this paper, we take a first step towards investigating the effect of dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register on SMT performance by measuring their respective impact on annotated dialogues from movie subtitles.

Since movie dialogues are fictional, we can only consider them as an approximation of real face-to-face conversation. However, several corpus-based studies have shown that, while movie dialogues differ from natural spoken dialogues in terms of spontaneity—they exhibit fewer incomplete utterances, hesitations, and repetitions—they do not differ to a great extent in terms of linguistic features and main
messages (Forchini, 2009; Forchini, 2012; Dose, 2013). In fact, movie dialogues approximate real face-to-face conversation more than for example SMS and chat, in which media constraints influence the flow of a conversation (Whittaker, 2003; Brennan and Lockridge, 2006). Finally, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee (2011) have shown that certain psycholinguistic and gender-specific aspects of language are also observed in fictional dialogues, indicating that conclusions drawn from experiments on fictional dialogues generalize at least partially to real spoken conversations.

The structure and contributions of this paper are as follows: First, in Section 2 we annotate multilingual movie dialogues with four dialogue-specific variables; dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register level, and we release these annotated corpora. In Section 3 we describe our approach to measure how SMT quality is affected by each of the four dialogue-specific aspects. Next, in Section 4 we use our annotated benchmarks to show that (i) performance fluctuations among the studied dialogue dimensions are larger than randomly expected, (ii) male speakers are harder to translate than female speakers and use more vulgar language, and (iii) vulgarity is often not preserved during translation. Finally, in Section 5 we investigate and confirm the hypothesis that SMT of fictional dialogues benefits from adaptation towards various dialogue acts and registers, indicating that apart from domain adaptation, adaptation to other variables should be considered to improve SMT quality for fictional, and potentially real, dialogues.

2 Corpus construction and annotation

To measure the effect of dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register on SMT performance we need a multilingual dialogue corpus in which utterances are annotated with each of these dialogue aspects. Unfortunately, existing corpora are limited to the English language (Janin et al., 2003; McCowan et al., 2005; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011; Banchs, 2012; Walker et al., 2012) or contain only some of the required annotations (Wang et al., 2016). We therefore first automatically annotate multilingual movie dialogues with the above dialogue dimensions for five language pairs: Arabic-English, Chinese-English, Dutch-English, German-English, and Spanish-English.

For this annotation process we build on two main resources: (i) the OpenSubtitles corpus (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016), containing non-professionally translated subtitles, collected from www.opensubtitles.org and cross-lingually aligned using time information, bilingual lexicons, and cognates (Tiedemann, 2008); and (ii) the Internet Movie Script Database (IMDb)\(^1\), containing English movie scripts with speakers, utterances, and context (e.g., change of scenes). Using these and a number of additional resources we create our annotated corpora as follows:

1. First we collect **speaker-utterance pairs** from IMDb scripts, based on their respective indentation sizes. We then use the Champollion sentence aligner (Ma, 2006) monolingually to align English subtitles to the English script, and follow the OpenSubtitles alignment links to align foreign subtitles to the English subtitles-script bitext. Finally, we discard the script text from the resulting ‘tritext’, yielding multilingual speaker-annotated dialogue corpora. Table 1a shows statistics on the average number of speakers and main characters (i.e., speakers with at least 20 utterances) per movie.

2. We learn each speaker’s **gender** based on their name’s occurrence in a number of online name databases and a list of gender-revealing tags such as ‘aunt’, ‘boy’, or ‘grandma’. Annotations are available for \(~58\%\) of the utterances, and the average female-to-male ratio is 1:1.7, see Table 1b.

3. We heuristically detect the **dialogue act** of each source-language utterance, considering **questions**, **exclamations** and **declaratives**. Distributions of these dialogue acts differ between language pairs, see Table 1c, but make up on average 28\%, 9\%, and 63\% of the corpora, respectively.

4. We define a **register** label, based on the fraction of colloquial and vulgar expressions in an utterance, according to meta-information from an online dictionary\(^2\). We consider three register levels: vulgar, colloquial, and neutral, comprising circa 10\%, 68\%, and 22\% of the corpora, respectively. Distribution statistics per language pair are shown in Table 1d.

\(^1\)www.imsdb.com
\(^2\)www.dict.cc
Table 1: Annotation distributions of the dialogue benchmarks. a) Main characters are speakers with 20 or more utterances. b) Uncertain gender annotations are labeled ‘unknown’. c) Annotated dialogue acts: questions, exclamations, declaratives. d) Annotated register levels: vulgar, colloquial, neutral.

Post-processing and annotation quality. The above described alignment and annotation process is done fully automatically, making it prone to errors. We therefore increase the alignment and annotation quality of our corpus by taking a number of measures: First, before running the Champollion aligner, we remove context information such as ‘[moaning]’, ‘[clapping]’ or ‘[chuckles]’, which is most prevalent in, but not limited to, subtitles created for hearing-impaired people. In addition, we remove subtitle-specific tokens indicating continuation of a sentence on the next screen or switches in speaker turns, yielding more fluent and less fragmented utterances.

Next, after running the alignment process, we favor high-quality alignments by selecting only movies or movie versions (OpenSubtitles typically contains several alternative versions for a single movie (Tiedemann, 2016)) that meet the following criteria; (i) sentence lengths between both language pairs are sufficiently close, (ii) the number of sentences for which ambiguous speakers have been aligned does not exceed a given threshold, (iii) the letter distribution is sufficiently similar to the average distribution of the language. By enforcing these quality standards, we respectively reduce the number of OpenSubtitles alignment errors, Champollion alignment errors, and OCR errors. Finally, we remove utterances with ambiguous speaker labels as these are caused by erroneous Champollion alignments.

Despite efforts to improve alignment quality, our corpus still contains some incorrect alignments. To quantify these, and to verify the correctness of the automatic annotations, we manually inspect randomly selected fragments across different language pairs and movies. Based on evaluation of a sample of 120 utterances, we estimate a final alignment accuracy of 92.5%. In addition, Table 2 shows confusion matrices for manual versus automatic annotation of gender, dialogue acts, and register for the 120 selected utterances. With the overall annotation agreement per variable ranging from 85% to 97.5%, we find that our automatic annotation strategies are very accurate. Disagreement between manual and automatic annotations occurs mostly for speakers labeled with unknown gender, and between the register levels colloquial and neutral, indicating that these categories can benefit from more advanced annotation methods. For example, to better distinguish colloquial and neutral register levels, one could exploit sentence length or language model perplexity.

Table 2: Confusion matrices for manual and automatic annotation of gender (left; M=male, F=female, U=unknown), dialogue acts (center; Q=questions, E=exclamations, D=declaratives), and register levels (right; V=vulgar, C=colloquial, N=neutral).
Table 3: Example dialogue from Notting Hill; a) original sentences in the OpenSubtitles corpus, where // indicates a sentence boundary in many-to-one or one-to-many alignments, and b) final annotated utterances generated in our annotation pipeline, annotated with speaker (William, Martin), gender (M=male, F=female), register level (neutral, colloquial, vulgar) and dialogue act (declarative, exclamation, question). Note that sentences pairs from the original corpus are often merged in the Champollion alignment process, and that erroneous OpenSubtitles alignments are not corrected.

Table 3 shows an example dialogue with annotations and its original form in the OpenSubtitles corpus. Note that our annotated corpora differ from OpenSubtitles since only actual dialogues are included (i.e., no context), many erroneously aligned sentence pairs have been removed, and utterances are longer and less fragmented. The latter is a result of the Champollion alignment process. Since sentences in the IMSDb scripts are typically longer than those in OpenSubtitles, Champollion regularly enforces one-to-many alignments. Following the OpenSubtitles-internal alignment links then yields a large number of many-to-many alignments in which subtitles get merged into longer utterances.

Finally, table 4a lists the statistics of the benchmarks which we use in this paper and make available for download. While the remainder of this paper uses the annotated fictional dialogues to analyze the impact of dialogue-specific aspects on SMT, we believe that our data set may also help to advance dialogue research—today largely confined to the English language—in a multilingual scenario.

3 Measuring dialogue effects on SMT

In this section we measure the effect of dialogue dimensions on SMT performance of fictional dialogues. To this end, we quantify BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) fluctuations between differences in dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register, and we determine whether the observed fluctuations are larger than randomly expected.

3http://ilps.science.uva.nl/resources/movie-dialogues
Table 4: Specifications of parallel training and evaluation data. Training data consists of OpenSubtitles corpora, evaluation data consists of speaker-annotated dialogues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>#Movies</th>
<th>#Utterances</th>
<th>#Lines</th>
<th>#EN tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR → EN</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>94K</td>
<td>12.3M</td>
<td>122M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE ↔ EN</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>123K</td>
<td>9.7M</td>
<td>85M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES ↔ EN</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>87K</td>
<td>16.3M</td>
<td>156M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL ↔ EN</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>129K</td>
<td>17.9M</td>
<td>171M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH → EN</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>107K</td>
<td>6.3M</td>
<td>59M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Basic experimental setup

We run our experiments using an in-house phrase-based SMT system similar to Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), with features including lexicalized reordering, linear distortion with limit 5, and lexical weighting. Our systems are trained on 59M–171M tokens (depending on the language pair, see Table 4b) of unannotated OpenSubtitles corpora. We use Kneser-Ney smoothed 5-gram language models (500M–1.7B tokens, depending on the language pair) that linearly interpolate OpenSubtitles with various LDC and WMT corpora using weights optimized on a held-out set of OpenSubtitles data. Systems are tuned using pairwise ranking optimization (PRO) (Hopkins and May, 2011) on a different held-out OpenSubtitles set. The resulting systems are thus at all levels adapted to the movie dialogues translation task rather than the general domain.

3.2 Approximate randomization testing

When translating dialogues, we naturally observe some BLEU variations across categories such as different dialogue acts or speakers. An important question is whether the observed differences are to be expected (the null hypothesis), or whether they are indicators that one category is truly harder to translate than another (the alternative hypothesis). We test this hypothesis with an approximate randomization approach (Edgington, 1969; Noreen, 1989).

While approximate randomization (also known as approximate permutation) is often used to compare the mean and variance of two groups, it can be adapted to our setting with multiple categories. To this end, we compute BLEU for each of the categories in a dialogue variable (e.g., vulgar, colloquial, and neutral utterances for the dialogue variable of register level). Next, we randomly permute category labels over utterances, following the original distribution of utterances per category, and we recompute BLEU for the randomized labels.

As our test statistic of interest, we define and measure the mean absolute BLEU difference, which captures BLEU fluctuations between categories:

$$\text{MBD} = \frac{2}{|S|^2 - |S|} \sum_{i=1}^{|S|} \sum_{j=i+1}^{|S|} |\text{BLEU}_i - \text{BLEU}_j|$$

Here $S$ is the set of categories for a given dialogue variable (e.g., $S_{\text{register}} = \{\text{vulgar, colloquial, neutral}\}$), and $\text{BLEU}_i$ the BLEU score for category $i$. Each pair of categories $(i, j)$ is compared exactly once in terms of BLEU scores. Note that MBD is a specific instance of mean absolute difference (MD) or Gini mean absolute difference (GMD), a measure of statistical dispersion which has shown to be superior to other common statistical dispersion measures such as variance, standard deviation and interquartile range (Yitzhaki, 2003).

Next, we compute the p-value by counting how often (in a total of 1,000 permutations) we observe an MBD value that is at least as extreme as the one observed for the real categories. If for a given dialogue variable $p \leq 0.05$ or $p \leq 0.01$, we conclude that this variable has a weakly or strongly significant impact on SMT quality, respectively.
For dialogue acts, gender and register we permute labels over the entire benchmark. For speakers we only permute labels within each movie since inter-movie variations in BLEU are affected by many other factors (e.g., script writers, translators, movie genre) which distract from the impact of speakers. In addition, when computing speaker-specific BLEU, we only include main characters (i.e., speakers with at least 20 utterances) to avoid BLEU’s instability on small documents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>a) BLEU per dialogue act</th>
<th>b) Speaker-ssMBD</th>
<th>c) BLEU per gender</th>
<th>d) BLEU per register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR → EN</td>
<td>23.1 20.3 19.3 2.5▲</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>20.4 22.0 1.6▲</td>
<td>17.2 21.3 19.7 2.8▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE → EN</td>
<td>24.0 20.9 21.4 2.0▲</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>21.4 22.7 1.2▲</td>
<td>17.7 21.9 24.7 4.6▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES → EN</td>
<td>28.9 25.7 26.8 2.1▲</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td>26.7 28.0 1.3▲</td>
<td>24.4 27.4 28.8 2.9▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL → EN</td>
<td>26.7 29.0 23.7 3.5▲</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>23.9 26.8 2.9▲</td>
<td>20.8 24.8 26.7 4.0▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZH → EN</td>
<td>15.3 15.2 12.9 1.6▲</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>12.8 14.4 1.6▲</td>
<td>10.9 13.4 13.1 1.7▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN → DE</td>
<td>17.7 18.5 16.5 1.3▲</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
<td>16.7 17.6 0.9▲</td>
<td>13.6 16.6 19.9 4.2▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN → ES</td>
<td>16.8 16.5 21.5 3.3▲</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>18.9 19.7 0.8▲</td>
<td>17.2 19.2 21.0 2.6▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN → NL</td>
<td>25.5 22.7 24.6 1.8▲</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>23.9 26.5 2.6▲</td>
<td>21.4 24.6 26.3 3.3▲</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: BLEU for dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register, translated using baseline SMT trained and tuned on OpenSubtitles corpora. MBD: mean absolute BLEU difference, see Equation (1), all statistically significant at \( p \leq 0.01 \) (▲). ssMBD: percentage of movies with statistically significant speaker-MBD at \( p \leq 0.05 \).

4 Results

In this section we discuss the observed BLEU fluctuations (see Table 5) for our four dialogue variables of interest, guided by Spanish-to-English and English-to-German examples in Table 6, to which we provide pointers (EX#) in the text.

4.1 The effect of dialogue acts on SMT quality

As shown in Table 5a, there are substantial performance fluctuations between dialogue acts for all language pairs. However, there is no consistent pattern between different languages. For instance, we observe punctuation errors (EX1) for ES→EN, and verb drop (EX2) and wrong word order (EX3) for EN→DE. This makes it particularly interesting to further investigate how dialogue acts can be exploited to improve translation quality of (fictional) dialogues. Improving SMT for the dialogue acts under consideration resembles cross-lingual question answering (Tiedemann, 2009). However, when considering finer dialogue act granularities, it may be profitable to exploit context information, which is not used in our current SMT setup.

4.2 The effect of speakers on SMT quality

In Table 5b we report the percentage of movies per language pair for which the observed MBD is statistically significant at \( p \leq 0.05 \), which is 18.6% on average. Since there are too many speakers to report individual BLEU scores, we randomly select 100 German-English movies, and compute for each of these \( \Delta \text{MBD} \) as the difference between MBD for real speakers and the average MBD for randomized labels:

\[
\Delta \text{MBD} = \text{MBD}_{\text{real}} - \overline{\text{MBD}}_{\text{random}}
\]

Figure 1 shows that inter-speaker BLEU fluctuations among real speakers are often larger than inter-speaker BLEU fluctuations among randomized speaker tags. These findings suggest that, while domain adaptation is an established task in SMT, conversational SMT may benefit—at least for the fraction of movies with statistically significant speaker differences—from a fine-grained adaptation at the speaker...
Table 6: Censored ES\textrightarrow{}EN (top) and EN\textrightarrow{}DE (bottom) translation examples of an annotated dialogue, originating from Pulp Fiction and involving two speakers: Pumpkin (S1, M=male) and Honeybunny (S2, F=female). Examples of phenomena marked with (EX#) are discussed in Sections 4.1–4.4.

Figure 1: $\Delta$MBD (see Section 4.2) for 100 randomly selected German-English benchmark movies. Black bars indicate movies with statistical significant positive $\Delta$MBD at $p \leq 0.05$.

level, as proven successful in speech recognition research (Shinoda, 2011), and related to recent work on personalizing machine translation (Mirkin et al., 2015; Mirkin and Meunier, 2015).

Finally, since our analysis is carried out on fictional dialogues, it may be worth investigating to what extent BLEU scores fluctuate between actors or script writers rather than only characters, however this requires additional annotation.

4.3 The effect of gender on SMT quality

Table 5c shows that BLEU scores per gender follow a similar pattern in all language pairs. Male speakers are significantly harder to translate than female speakers, despite the fact that male speakers are likely better represented in the parallel OpenSubtitles data, based on the male-to-female ratio in our evaluation sets. However, we find that female utterances are better covered by the language model, with perplexity values on average 8% higher for males than females. This finding is consistent with recent work by Wang et al. (2016), who show that SMT can benefit from gender-adapted language models but do not provide gender-specific BLEU scores. Gender differences in movie dialogues have also been reported by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee (2011), who show that characters adapt their language easier to females than to males.
However, we have to be careful drawing conclusions about the impact of gender on real spoken dialogues from our observations on fictional dialogues. Since the vast majority of movie scripts are written by men (Lauzen, 2016), our findings reflect differences between language of male and female characters as perceived by male writers. The observed BLEU differences might therefore be based on stereotypes rather than real gender differences. On the other hand, a tremendously large body of work has studied gender and language or discourse (Tannen, 1994; Wodak, 1997; Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2008, among others), indicating that these concepts are closely intertwined. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study the impact of gender on SMT, albeit for scripted dialogues, and we believe that meta-information about a speaker’s gender is also a potential source to customize SMT for real dialogues.

4.4 The effect of register on SMT quality

The results per register (Table 5d) show that SMT quality is worst for vulgar utterances and generally best for neutral sentences. While consistent with previous findings that informal language is hard to translate (van der Wees et al., 2015a), this observation cannot solely be attributed to poor model coverage, since colloquial and vulgar language are well-covered in our OpenSubtitles-trained systems.

When manually inspecting human translations for vulgar expressions, we find that these vary from literal (EX4) to very nuanced (EX5) translations, yielding inconsistent SMT output. We also observe that vulgarity is often not preserved in (both human and machine) translation (EX6): A comparison of vulgarity scores shows that, while vulgarity sometimes increases, the number of vulgar utterances in the SMT output is on average 35% lower than in the reference set.

Finally, since poor SMT quality is observed for both male characters and vulgar language, we hypothesize that the two might co-occur. Indeed, the average vulgarity scores for males are 64% higher than for females, which may in part explain the observed SMT quality between genders.

5 Preliminary adaptation towards dialogue variables

We observed that BLEU scores significantly fluctuate between differences along dialogue dimensions. This finding suggests that SMT for fictional dialogues may benefit from adaptation towards different categories along these dimensions. To verify this hypothesis we run a number of adaptation experiments, in which we adapt our baseline SMT systems towards different dialogue acts and different registers—two dialogue aspects which can be computed straightforwardly for the unannotated training corpora.

We adapt our systems at two levels: First, we create category-specific language models by interpolating our general movie dialogue language model with a language model trained on only the most relevant subset of the bitext’s target side. We determine relevant sentences by applying the same annotation guidelines that were used for annotation of the benchmarks (Section 2). Second, we tune our systems on held-out sets selected according to the same criteria, thus comprising category-specific data.

We run adaptation experiments for the language pairs with the largest observed MBD: Dutch-English, English-Spanish, and Arabic-English for dialogue acts, and German-English, English-German, and Dutch-English for register. Note that the aim of our adaptation experiments is to verify whether SMT performance can benefit from a simple adaptation approach at the fine-grained level of different dialogue-specific aspects, rather than presenting a novel SMT adaptation approach.

The results of our adaptation experiments are shown in Table 7. The first observation we can make is that the adapted systems result in substantially lower mean absolute BLEU differences (MBD) for both dialogue dimensions—dialogue act and register level—for all language pairs except Arabic-English. This means that most of the adapted systems generate translations of more uniform quality with a lower degree of fluctuation in BLEU. Further, the BLEU scores for the individual categories of both dialogue dimensions show that the lower MBD scores are due to statistically significant improvements for most of the dialogue acts and registers. The only case where our simple adaptation method causes a statistically significant drop in BLEU is for the translation of questions from Dutch into English. Vulgar and colloquial language profit particularly well from language model adaptation, while results for question and exclamation marks are more variable between language pairs. Finally, we would like to emphasize that we do not claim that the simple adaption method used here constitutes the best adaptation approach.
for dialogue-specific phenomena, but rather that already a simple adaptation approach can benefit from our dialogue-specific annotations.

### 6 Conclusions and implications

While SMT research has mostly been driven by formal translation tasks, very little work has been reported on SMT for informal genres such as dialogues, a genre that differs substantially from formal text and thus poses different translation challenges. Following the previous finding that genre and topic affect SMT differently (van der Wees et al., 2015b), we have in this paper analyzed the impact of dialogue-specific aspects in SMT for fictional dialogues. We created and released a movie-dialogue benchmark in which utterances are annotated with dialogue acts, speakers, gender, and register, and we studied the effect of these four variables on SMT performance.

Our analysis shows that BLEU fluctuations for all variables are often significantly larger than randomly expected. When looking at specific dialogue aspects, we found that the register level has a significant impact on translation quality, with translations of vulgar utterances being of substantially lower quality than neutral or even colloquial utterances for all language pairs under consideration. Similarly we found large variations in translation quality between different dialogue acts, although we did not detect a consistent pattern between different languages; e.g., questions can be more difficult to translate than exclamations for one language pair, while the reverse is true for another language pair.

These findings suggest that conversational SMT may benefit from adaptation at fine-grained levels. We tested and confirmed this hypothesis in a series of simple adaptation experiments.

Finally, we found that male speakers are harder to translate and use more vulgar language than female speakers, and that vulgarity is often not preserved during translation. While our analyses are carried out on fictional dialogues, we believe that our findings generalize at least partially to other types of dialogues, and are thus valuable for advancing conversational SMT.
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